Portable Radio: CP1100/CP1180

Antennas
Injection molded for rugged environments. Each antenna is tested and tuned to give maximum power and
performance.

Flexible Whip Antennas
Flexible whip antennas have a one-piece finish and steel core for optimal radiation characteristics. Provides
more comfort when radio is worn on the belt.
8575099C01

Antenna, UHF 403 - 470 Flex Whip (RAN4031)

Stubby Antennas
This stubby quarterwave antenna is ideal when radio is worn on the belt because the short antenna is nonobtrusive.
8575100C01

UHF Stubby Ant R2 450-470 (GL158) (RAN4033)

Dual Coil
8575101C02

Antenna, VHF 146-174 Dual Coil (RAN4041)

Audio Accessories
Motorola's range of audio accessories integrates perfectly with Motorola radio to provide a personalised twoway radio solution. Built with the highest quality standards, Motorola accessories are specially engineered to
assure maximum performance of your radio. Designed as a complete solution, our extensive range of audio
accessories from remote speaker microphones, headsets to surveillance kits will provide you the flexibility
for hands-free operations to enhance your work productivity.
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Speaker Microphone
Remote Speaker Microphone provides greater operational flexibility to transmit and receive message
without removing the radio from the belt or carrying case.

Remote Speaker Microphone
HCLE4072

Remote Speaker Microphone

Standard Earpiece/Earset
Cost effective standard earpiece that enhances user productivity by allowing the user to use the radio
without removing it from the carrying case. These accessories can also be used with remote speaker and
public safety microphone to provide private listening feature.

D-Hook Earset
HCLE4107

Earpiece with Boom Mic

HCLE4105

Earpiece with Inline PTT Mic

Earset
HCLE4073

Earpiece with Microphone

Earbud Style Earpiece
The earbud fits snugly into the ear canal with high quality foam that provides high audio clarity and audio
discretion leading to high voice quality.
HCLE4070

Earbud With PTT Microphone

RLN6423

Swivel Earpiece Accy

Headset
Headsets allow high clarity, hands free, discrete two-way communications and thus are great productivity
tools.

Light Weight Headset
Light weight headsets allow high-clarity, hands-free, two-way communications while adding comfort for
extended wear in moderate noise environments. Suitable for entertainment, retail, sport and leisure
industries.
HCLE4074

Headset with Boom Mic

Batteries
Motorola Original batteries are available in a variety of chemistries and capacities, designed to work hand in
hand with your 2-way radios to ensure optimised performance and safety for your business. Motorola design
batteries giving utmost importance to safety by using redundant safety circuits. Motorola pays close
attention to details(latch mechanism, belt clip, battery housing to prevent unwanted disengagement and
accidental damage. Motorola uses advanced manufacturing processes to ensure consistent battery
performance. High graded pre-sorted cells are used ensuring superior quality and reliable battery.)
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Lithium Ion (LiIon)
60012000001

Ultra HC Li-Ion Bat CR 2400 (GL158) (RLN6308B)

6080384X65

Std. Li-Ion Battery 1100 Mah (RLN6351)

Alkaline
RLN6306

Alkaline Battery Frame (RHN1005)

Carrying Accessories
Hard leather, soft leather and nylon carry cases secure and protect radio.

Carry Cases
RLN6302

Hard Leather Carry Case

Belt Clips
Belt clips are tested with strong pulling forces so to prevent radios from slipping away from user's belts even
in harsh environments.
4280383X62

Spring Action Belt Clip (GL158)

Chargers/Vehicular Accessories
Designed to work as a total system with the 2-way radio and the battery, Motorola original chargers keep
your battery in tip-top condition and maximise battery life.

Single Unit Trichemistry Chargers, Rapid Rate
Trichemistry chargers support NiCd, NiMH and LiIon batteries rapid charging.
RLN6304

Rapid Charger Kit

Multi Unit Chargers (MUC)
Suitable for large fleet of radio users as it allows charging of six batteries at one go.
RLN6309

MUC with US AC cord

IXPN4020

MUC with Euro/UK AC cord
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